
In Janurary  2006 my husband  Sunny Leskovic was diagnosed with Adenocarcinoma, a form of

lung cancer. He was started with Chemo treatments immediately The chemo treatments
were brutal and his body could handle no more. During this time , He was twice daily

taking the Essiac 4 herb cancer tea. We believe this to be very beneficial as there
is much testimonial on its use. My husband and I believe there are other avenues
of help in addition to standard treatments. It was during this period that a friend
of ours told us about Hyperbaric treatments. We then realized this is what the W. Va.

miner was given after this ordeal and that it was very instrumental in his recovery.
In addition, a friend of ours who is into health told us that cancer cells cannot
live in an atmosphere which is oxygen rich. We decided to give it a try.  This
is one of the best decisions we believe we have made. Sonny started out several times
a week, as he was too weak to drive more than that. (I work)  He gradually increased

to 4 and 5 times a week and 1 what a difference it made. The color and tone

of his skin was the first visable sign. Family and friends started noticing the

change and commenting on it. Since that was the only thing we had added, it was

apparent to us that it was making a difference. Sonny's energy level grew in

leaps and bounds. He has started his 5th series and intends to continue. The

last check up at the Doctors indicates the cancer remains dormant. His last

chemo treatment was April 28th. it is now September lith. He will be

monitored by his doctor every month to 6 weeks. We are anxious for his next CAT

scan and we believe the cancer in addition to being dormant will show signs of
shrinkage. It is a pleasure to receive these treatment at Kim's as she is very

pleasant very encouraging and her facility is spotlessly clean. Should you have
any additional questions as to how Sonny is progressing, feel free to call weekends
or after 6:00PM .......... 412-793-6980. This testimonial has been made by Irene Leskovic
and was not requested. We believe in sharing and spreading good news where and

when we can. THIS IS GOOD NEWS.

Kim has our permission to use this testimonial in anyway that will benefit others.
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